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PROTEST CAUSES CONFRONTATION 
WITH ADMINISTRATION 
By Subryan Virasami 
It started out as a protest against 
proposed budget cuts and tuition 
hikes, but it evaporated into a fight 
against the college President 
The events which led to the fight 
began on May 7th. On this day, 
around 10 pm, student leaders seized 
the Main building in protest of budget 
cuts. And as it turned out on the 
following morning the police were 
called in by the President to end the 
takeover. But the Student 
Government, as well as various 
faculty members, were surprised at the 
President's decision to have the police 
on campus and they were seeking 
ways to tell the President that they 
disapproved of his decision. 
-
Still, after the situation at the 
college returned to normal, many 
wanted to investigate the legitimacy 
of the President's decision to request 
the police to break up a student 
protest. 
A Professor in the Social Science 
Department, Dr. Lawrence Rushing, 
who has been supporting radical 
student actions especially after last 
spring's CUNY-wide protest, has now 
made it clear that he wants the 
President, who has been here only 
since last fall, removed. 
According to Dr. Rushing, there 
was potential for dangerous and severe 
consequences during the police 
presence on campus. 
According to Student Government 
governor, Sergio Villaverde, who was 
one of the protest leaders occupying 
the building at the time of the police 
break-in, "most sludenL<; were shocked 
amI disappointed that the president had 
called the police ... he was pUlling our 
lives in jeopardy to stop us from 
protesting ... onee you call the police 
President Bowen and Dean Ha..rnilton forced into impromptu 
debate wtih student protesters over proposed referer'ldum 
"What he did was exceedingly 
dangerousoo.the police don't belong on 
campusoohe has no respect for an 
education," said Dr. Rushing adding, 
"he is a law and order president not an 
educator." 
you loose control of the situation." 
The Pres ident fclt it was 
unfortunate that the stlldcn~ had 
resorted to seizing the builtling. 
"But if you prevent students that 
Cleaning Official Bribed 
To Save Contract 
By Subryan Virasami 
After the most recent issue of the 
Bridge was published some top 
administrators and staff members felt 
obligated to let us know how they felt 
af'()l' l uur editorial emitled "UL's 
Clean Up laGuardia." 
In a meeting between the Bridge 
and various college officials, everyone 
agreed that a beHer job needs to be 
done about cleaning the college. But 
an unexpected development had 
contributed to the reason why the 
school wasn't being kept in the best 
sanitary conditions. 
The president of the former 
cleaning contractor has been recently 
indicted for offering a bribe to a 
LaGuardia official to cancel all 
complaints about their poor 
performance ?nrl to save a contract 
worth $700,000 annually, the Bridge 
has learned. 
According to the Department of 
Investigation, a college official was 
offered the bribe from Louis Dauber, 
president of Electra Cleaning 
Contractors Corporation located at 
150 West 22nd Street 
SEE CLEANING pI 0 
arc here to get an education from 
entering the building for classes · that 
is almost like saying you're for 
freedom of religion and then you 
bloek the church," said the President. 
Was calling the police the only 
answer to end the takeover? "Yes ... at 
that particular time--yes. And at the 
same time, I don't want you to think 
I'm a Rambooo.I'm definitely not, and 
SEE PROTEST PlO 
Review Board 
Under Review 
By Christiana Somerville 
The Student Faculty Review Board 
(SFRB) is the body of 6 students and 
6 facully/administrators which govern 
the conduct of the LaGuardia 
community anJ ;t ~):" .. ~,:" '~.) ,]v.::de::; 
disciplinary actions conceming 
students. The guidelines they use for 
conduct are outlined in the Students 
Rights and Responsibilities 
Handbook which is distributed in 
Freshman Seminar Classes. 
Recently, it was determined that 
the SFRB must have a college-wide 
elections in order to function within 
the CUNY bylaws. 
The Dean of SLPdents Office was 
put in charge of running the elections 
to determine the student 
representatives of SFRB. The 
College Senate was given the 
responsibility of running the faculty 
elections. 
The Student Elections 
The six candidates who were 
running for the six student positions 
were Conn Barret, Pamela Marshall, 
Peter Martinez, Abraham Niasse, 
Allen Siegel, and Amy Szetto. 
. The elections were held on 
February 28, 1990, and March 1, 
1990. They were held in the Main 
Building Lobby during the last two 
days of advisement in the hope to get 
the maximum number of students to 
vote. 
"It is crucial that 10 percent of the 
student population votes in this 
election and that you get a substantial 
percent of the student populmion 
votes, than the election must be 
certified by the president of the 
college. 
"Additionally, the University's 
attorneys (the attorneys for the Board 
of Trustees) tell us that regardless of 
the number of voters, if any candidate 
gets too few votes (which indicates a 
lack of confidence in that candidate) 
that candid<!le cannot he one (If t' ,·~ 
SFRB membels OJ .Ji~',&alC:','· ·.a~,:: 
Peter Jonas, in a letter to all the 
candidates for SFRB. Peter Jonas is 
the Assistant to the Dean of Student 
Services, 
The number of students that voted 
was one hundred and three. This is 
considerably short of the number of 
students that are needed to vote. 
According to Peter Jonas, who 
conducted the election for Dean 
Hamilton, (who was on a leave of 
absence), the students who were 
running for election were encouraged 
by the Dean of Studcnts Office to 
SEE SFRB plO 
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Editorial.· 
Police Didn't Belong 
The tenn College Administrators over the decades, has come to take on 
many meanings -- overpaid men and women who hold degrees in Bureaucracy 
101, and are not seen by anyone else but their immediate colleagues. 
LaGuardia students have recently found it necessary to cut through the red 
tape and demand that the senior administrators of this college come out to face 
the spotlight, and place them on their agendas. Dr. Raymond Bowen, who has 
not yet been formally inaugurated as our second president since he started his job 
on September 1, 1989, is now asked by one professor to leave as our president 
because of his decision to break up a takeover of the main building. According to 
Dr. Rushing, the President's action was uncalled for, irresponsible and 
dangerous. The Student Govennent has joined the psychology professor in 
ousting the President and their reasons are valid. 
When student leaders seized the Main administrative building to protest 
budget cuts for the City Universities which are coming down from State 
legislators in Albany, their intentions were to prevent the state legislators 
undebated proposal to cut the budget of an already suffering system. 
The cuts at LaGuardia would result in fewer services which includes a cut in 
the computer, reading and writing labs, a cut in library hours and other 
essential resources. For those students who took the time to learn about the 
consequences of these cuts, they started to protest by writing letters pleading to ' 
state legislators, but over the years this has proved to be a hope and pray 
situation. 
President Bowen recently resorted to have te Police Department force its way 
through the side doors of the main building to end the takeover. The President 
failed to understand that once the police are on campus they are the authoritative 
figure, not him. The possibility for bloodshed was risked by our President, and 
he leaves little doubt as to what his priorities were. 
It was always the President's argument that only a few number of students 
were involved in the takeover and protesting. But, the President should remember 
that as history showed, it was always only a few who have made the most 
revolutionary changes throughout the world. So, the amount of students 
involved with the protest, provided no grounds for calling the police. 
The President is also being accused by many student leaders of hiding behind 
the irrational decisions of various deans. When the president refused to allow 
students the opportunity to use their audio system for a rally, he is saying is "I 
will back the Dean of Students by not cooperating with students and support 
successful rallies because it is untraditional at LaGuardia." 
After the former President Shenker resigned, students who were part of the 
Presidential Search Committee made a committment to support only a candidate 
who demonstrated a strong committment to student issues, one who is an 
educator and not an administrator. President Bowen has even expressed to an 
interview panel during the search that he does support student protest Although 
he did not reveal what his actions would be during a takeover, he made it clear 
he was for civil disobedience. Students have reasons to be disappointed and they 
are, but not all of them. 
It has been the practice of LaGuardians to avoid participation in any activity 
other than their studies. This is unfortunate, but no one has made it a point to 
foster school spirit, and even worst of all there's hardly any recognizable political 
conscientious students on this campus. 
There's no longer the time to be nice to administrators who have only proved 
they cared about nothing but protecting the image of their schools, even at the 
expense of violence. Student leaders should have the power to decide how student 
!Letters to the Editor: 
Registration's Not Fun 
Dear Editor, 
This is my third quarter at LaGuardia and I noticed with a whole slew of other 
students like me, that it was extremely difficult to register for courses this last 
registration. No one really knows why, it seemed. I know we had school 
budget cuts, but I had no idea that it would affect a lot of us terribly. 
My.~wn personal expe?ence was. that I was unable to register for a single 
humarutIes course. I was mterested m taking a course in Music or 
Argumentation and Debate and was unable to do so because when I went to the 
computer room, the screen displayed "CLOSED." I contacted the Acting Chair 
of H~anities, Dr. John Williams and personally asked if he could help me. He 
mentIoned the fact that there were many courses such as Music being offered in 
what is called a "cluster," and it was impossible to register inspite of the cla<;scs 
being closed. I asked if he could be kind enough to get a liberal arts major such 
as myself pennission to register for philosophy, even though it was closed. He 
told me to check with Dr. Neil Rossman and I did. The professor was 
unavailable for the next few days--he was either in a class or had gone home at 
2:30 PM. Then the days passed and it was impossible for me to try for 
humanities this tenn. This prompted me to go around and ask other fellow 
students if they had any difficulties with their registration? After seeing 25 
students, 10 had no comment, 4 said they had no difficulty, although those 4 
people registered fcr only 2 courses each, and , 11 had much difficulty to 
register, just like I did. 
Marie Demey stated she took a course during the day, for no credit, because it 
w~ not available through extended day. She further stated there was no prior 
notIce from the school and the other ten I consulted also felt it was totally unfair 
that the school did not given warning to concerned students. 
I agree that the the student body here should and could get involved in 
protesting about their education. As for myself, I fear that my learning 
experience will be impeded by the cutbacks and strongly urge all students to put 
extreme pressure on our school. As I write this letter, I contacted Hunter 
College to ask if they had written any articles about the cutbacks and they 
informed me that their paper "Envoy" had written articles by Jorge Rodriguez and 
as I was calling, there was a "massive rally in the streets" protesting the budget 
cutbacks. Let's go get them folks--complain bitterly to our school. 
Sincerely, Peter MeUis 
In Memory of Ann Cohen,Student Activities 
The Student Activities Department regrets to announce that LaGuardia 
Community College has suffered a great loss - the death of Ann Cohen. Ann 
began working with the Student Activities Department in 1975, when she was a 
student with the Semor CItIzens Program. 
Ann embodied the communal spirit of our institution - always going the 
extra mile. Annie never saw "just" students, but people to care for, people to 
respect as achievers, people with whom to share, people to hug. 
A student scholarship is going to be created in her name and we will be 
sending out information about it soon. In the meantime, please give to her 
memory by helping someone else just a little more than ordinarily. If you don't 
feel that you can go the extra mile, please go an extra yard. Maybe, in this way, 
we can all help to fill the gap left by the loss of Annie. 
fees are spent, not because it is the right thing to do but it is also the rule. ,-:-:-:::--:-----------------------------, 
Taking over a building was not the best strategy in fighting budget cuts and H ,-g her E d u at- · B I k d W h · 
tuition increases, but. it is the noisiest and noise is definitely needed at C Ion I n a can It e 
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HAVE A HAPPY AND 
A SAFE SUMMER 
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Robin Kearse: 
A Student and A Winner 
By Subryan Virasami 
She travels from Canarsie, 
Brooklyn, to attend her 8 '0 clock 
class every morning. After her 5 
classes, she works as an 
administrative assistant in President 
Bowen office until about 7:30 pm. 
And yet, she has managed to maintain 
a perfect 4.00 grade point average 
(GPA) since she began school in fall 
1988. 
The 21 year old single mother, 
Robin Kearse, was recently the 
recipient of a $1,000 scholarship, at 
the Phi Theta Kappa Conference held 
in San Francisco, California. This 
award puts her in a category with only 
ten honor students across the United 
States. 
"I envy a lot of students because 
they enjoy their college 
days ... sometimes I want to be an 
average student," said Robin. But, she 
added that her two year old daughter 
Sincere' means everything to her and 
that's why she doesn't mind getting 
less than 5 hours of sleep every night 
Very often she thinks about 
missing out on her youth, but 
sacrificing now will open doors for 
the future and Robin Kearse has big 
plans for her future. 
She recently chanl:ed her majOr 
from Computer Programming to 
Liberal Arts which she said will put 
her on the right track to pursue a carer 
in Television Production. She'd like 
to be the next Oprah Winfrey or 
Arsenio Hall. She wants to be in 
front of a camera so "I can just run 
my mouth on national tevevision," 
she said laughing. 
Along with a silver medal and a 
$1,000 check, she will receive an 
additional $1,000 per year when she is 
enrolled at a four year college. 
The ten winners of the National 
Distinguished Student Scholarship 
were chosen from 300 applicants. All 
winners are required to be in good 
academic standings, participate in 
extra curricular activities, obtain three 
letters of recommendation from the 
faculty, and write an essay about their 
experience at LaGuardia or at their 
college. IBM was a co-sponsor of the 
conference and awards ceremonies. 
Pia Andritsi, an adviser to the 
honor society, was one of the faculty 
members who had recommended 
Robin for the scholarship. Asked to 
describe Robin, Andritsi said ,"She is 
very creative, very energetic. Robin is 
a born leader. When she enters any 
situation she tries to help. She is a 
mover." 
See ROBIN pll 
A PREVENTABLE DEATH! 
By Jo,mne Reitano 
Four strong shoulders cradled the 
small black coffin. The pallbearers' 
steps were steady; their eyes were 
resolute. Behind them marched 
hundreds of young men and women of 
all hues, ages, and nationalities. As 
they crossed the Queensborough 
Bridge on May 16, they were 
controlled but exuberant, serious but 
joyous, angry but optimistic. 
Exuberant, joyous, and optimistic at a 
funeral? Yes, because this was no 
ordinary funeral procession. It was a 
march to forestall the death of 
something that these young people 
care about much more deeply than we 
think, that is, higher education. 
There are so many reasons to 
mourn today that it was amazing to 
see so much hope in action. The 
spirit was infectious. All along the 
route workers cheered, children waved, 
drivers honked, and city personnel 
smiled. Only one bus driver 
threatened to run them down, but he 
did not understand because he could 
not see beyond his oWn immediate 
task and temporary inconvenience. 
The students themselves had a 
broader perspective. If you read their 
multi-lingual signs or listened to their 
slogans and songs, you would have 
been impressed by their sincerity and 
their ambitions. What they wanted 
New York to understand was revealed 
by a poster on which the Grim Reaper 
presided over three graves--one for 
themselves, one for their children, and 
one for the city. To them it seemed 
coumerproduClive to kill off today 
what may save us tomorrow. To 
them, it seemed inconceivable th<lt the 
society which urges them to strive 
and condemns them so loudly if they 
falter would choose to decimate by 
degrees their major option to poverty, 
their lifeline to opportunity. 
What, then, was this funeral 
procession? On the surface, it was a 
protest against the perennial budget 
cuts at the City University of New 
York which always hit community 
colleges, the step-children of the 
system, particularly hard. Beneath the 
surface, it was something much more 
poignant It was a protest against the 
stereotype of inner city students as 
unmotivated, unintelligent, and 
unconcerned about larger social 
issues. Here are the students who 
desperately want to learn and yet are 
treated with disinterest, if not 
hostility. 
Their coffin symbolized, as it said, 
the death of education and the death of 
CUNY, four letters which to them 
spell the American dream. In essence, 
this was a march to prevent the 
unceremonious burial of accessible 
public higher education of quality in 
New York City. The students' 
exuberance proclaimed their faith in 
the importance of education as a 
vehicle for social mobility. Their joy 
celebrated self-empowerment and 
community. Their optimism reflected 
a belief that you would care if you 
only understood them better. 
Through the metaphor of death, they 
captured what is truly a life struggle. 
For whom will the bell toll next 
time if we let them down? 
Dr. Reitano is a proedssor in the 
Social Science Department 
Foreign Students 
Deserve Better 
By Gail Fisher 
"Foreign student enrollment is at 
seven hundred and twenty three, its 
highest level in the history of the 
college, up 11.2% from the winter 
quarter," according to the Spring 
1990, 2nd edition newsletter of 
"Microcosm" written by Bill 
O'Connell. 
Mr. O'Connell works as the 
foreign student advisor in the 
Admissions Office, counseling all of 
LaGuardia's foreign students who have 
come to New York City in search of a 
better education, through the rules and 
regulations of the Immigration and 
Naturalization Service. 
Mr. O'Connell states that the 
United States constitutes laws for 
these students that are good, in the 
sense that it gives these students more 
priviledges than other countries to get 
a good education. But the problem, 
he explains, "is that there are so many 
rules and regulations it takes years to 
understand them; and they are almost 
impossible to explain to students." 
Not only that, but Mr. O'Connell 
said he has found the INS grossly 
irresponsible and some of the 
documentation that he has had to fill 
out for the students are time 
consuming and irrelevant 
Mr. O'Connell added that his job 
is a counselor and educator and it's a 
job he has been doing and enjoying 
for 11 years before he came to 
LaGuardia. He previously worked as 
the college of Saten Island, Hunter 
College and as a consultant at City 
College. 
Mr. O'Connell said he is the first 
person the students befriend and so he 
has to take time from his busy 
schedule to attend to their needs and 
problems of which the biggest is 
money. 
This is a problem for Debrah 
Nairn, a Travel and Tourism major. 
She has been attending LaGuardia 
College since the Fall of 1988. She 
has a five year old son and is living in 
Brooklyn with her family of two 
brothers and one sister. But because 
of her foreign student status, she 
cannot work or even get fmancial aid 
to support herself and son. 
Therefore, she is dependent upon 
her mother who works two jobs in 
order to help pay for her school fees, 
which Ms. Nairn says costs an exta 
$200 every quarter, whether she 
takes one class, two classes or if she 
drops a class. And she feels this isn't 
fair. 
SEE Foreign pll 
Why Did The Professor 
Want To Cross The Street? 
Gerald Levy's statement 
On MiJY 21, J99u, Gerald A. Levy 
, an adjunct professor of the Soc.ia/ 
Science Department was arrested by 
the Police in the midst of the student 
protest. Here is his personal account. 
Shortly after 8:00 A.M. on 
Monday, May 21,1990, I escorted my 
"Introduction to Economics I" (SSE 
10l.35) class to an area in front of the 
"S" building. Paul Bartlett (another 
economics instructor) and I then 
proceeded to have a discussion with 
our students on "The economics of 
the budget cuts." 
At approximately 8:30 A.M., the 
students expressed the desire to cross 
the street and continue the discussion 
in the front of the "M' building. 
When we (the students and faculty) 
then attempted to cross the street to 
31-10 Thomson Avenue, a lieutenant 
or captain in the N. Y .P.D. crossed 
over to our side of the street and 
instructed us to stay where we were in 
front of the "S" building. 
The police officer was standing 
approximately 2 1/2 feet past the curb 
and I approached him to ask several 
questions. The following is a record 
of that discussion: 
LEVY: "Why can't we go across 
the street? 
OFFICER: "It's against the law." 
LEVY: "What law" 
OFFICER: "It's against the law. 
Get back on the curb." 
LEVY: "Will you please tell me 
what law says I can't cross the street?" 
OFFICER: "You have a right to 
demonstrate but the Supreme Court 
has est,lblished that we have the right 
to tell you where." 
LEVY: "1 haven't heard of such a 
ruling. In any event, why can't we 
cross the street? Do you have an 
injunction preventing us from 
crossing?" 
OFFICER: "You are obstructing 
traffic . . Get back on the curb." 
LEVY: "What do you mean? There 
is a red light--there is no traffic in the 
street." 
OFFICER: "Get back on the curb 
or you're going to be arrested." 
LEVY: "Are you trying to tell me 
that you'll arrest me for standing 18 
inches in front of the curb while I'm 
asking you questions?" 
The officer then turned around and 
directed another policeman to arrest 
me, handcuff me, and take me to the 
police station. Two policemen then 
did this, handcuffing me in full view 
of my students and everyone else, 
directing me into a police car and 
driving me to the police station. 
At the police station I was put 
into a holding cell while an officer 
wrote a "summons" against me 
(1239488178). I was told I was being 
charged with "disorderly conduct" 
(section 240, Subdivision of the 
Penal Law). I was then released at 
approximately 9:15 A.M 
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French Fries, Hot Dogs, Burgers, 
Junk Food, Chicken And Coke --etc. 
By Suzette Clarke 
Smoke filled the air along with the 
voices of students talking and 
laughing. In the backgroond, WLGC· 
pumped the sounds of Soul II Soul. I 
wasn't very hungry, but everywhere I 
turned there was food. Turkey to the 
left of me, fried chicken to the right 
of me, pastries behind me, and not to 
mention the breakfast items in front 
of me. My eyes were always too big 
for my stomach, so I gave in and 
bought a slice of chocolate cake. 
I was inside the cafeteria and 
waiting to speak with Manny 
Gonzalez, Director of Food Services 
who has been with LaGuardia for 3 
1(2 years. 
The cafeteria was very crowded, as 
it usually is around 10:45, so Mr. 
Gonzalez had to work the register 
until his assistant, George Darves 
came to relieve him. 
When Mr. Darves came, Mr. 
Gonzalez and I went into his office. 
It's in a part of the cafeteria that most 
students do not get to see. 
"We do our own ordering," he said, 
"I make a new menu every week." 
The cafeteria has standard items 
like burgers, hot dogs and sandwiches. 
But everyday they'll have items that 
are the speciality of the day which are 
usually selected from "whatever the 
students have bought over the last 
couple of years; whatever I think is 
more popular with the kids," he said, 
"like the fried chicken." 
Through the years the cafeteria has 
gone through changes. For instance, 
years ago there wasn't a salad bar and 
they also didn't sell pizza. But as the 
times change so must the cafeteria. 
Now they even have a microwave for 
the students to use. 
Sign Of The Times 
They wii! even start to sell 
microwavable foods. But Mr. 
Gonzalez points out that "the students 
have to be the ones who are 
responsible." So that means no foil in 
the microwave, hecause they start 
fires. It's up to the students to oc 
dependable on taking care of it. 
But, according to Mr. Gonzalez, 
there is one thing students have no 
control over, and that's the prices. 
The food service committee of the 
college gets together with 
Ambassador Foods, the company Mr. 
Gonzalez works for and together they 
determine the prices. 
"Every year we're allowed a cost of 
living increase," said Mr. Gonzalez. 
"That's what just went into effect last 
month. So you weren't loosing your 
mind when you swore you didn't pay 
that much for your meal before." 
As the cost of living increased, so 
does the prices. Not all prices are 
increased, only a percentage, he 
pointed out 
But Mr. Gonzalez says that it's not 
a lot of money when you think about 
it Most other places are charging a 
lot more for the similar things, he 
said "There's no where you can get an 
entree with a soda and a vegetable for 
3 bucks," he said. 
Maybe A 'little Cheaper' 
Not everyone agrees, "The prices 
can qe a little cheaper," said Dana 
Hunt, 21 who has been a student at 
LaGuardia for 2 years, "I find that the 
speciality of the day is usually very 
expensive," she said. 
Many non-smoking students 
complain about the smoke, "I hate the 
smoke it gets in my hair and my 
clothes. Even though they have a non-
smoking section, the smoke still gets 
there," said Vernice Massey, who has 
attended LaGuardia for 5 quarters. 
"It's not fair that the non-smoking 
person has to suffer," said Carmen 
Hidalgo, also here for 5 quarters. She 
said that the smoke is a reason why 
she never goes into the cafeteria. 
But, Mr. Gonzalez points out that 
smoking and non-smoking sections 
are state rules and there isn't much 
that can be done about the problem. 
He also stated that the cafeteria is 
inspected twice a year and has never 
had any problems. It has improved a 
lot on quality. For instance, instead of 
frozen pizza, they use a fresh pizza, 
that they make themselves. 
Not Just Any Dog 
They don't just sell a hot dog, they 
sell a Hebrew National and according 
to Mr. Gonzalez, "if you know 
anything about hot dogs, you are 
getting a good dog." 
They use a butchered meat, not 
frozen processed meaL They're trying 
to get better quality. The govemment 
allows tilem to cheat on quality but 
they choose not to. 
The cafeteria is here to serve the 
students so it is always open fcr 
suggestions. 'Tm always around here 
so if any of the students have any 
problems we'd like them to come to 
see me," said Mr. Gonzalez, "we're 
here for the kids ... they're the ones that 
keep us in business and if they have a 
problem they shouldn't hesitate to 
come back and talk to us." 
YOU'RE HIRED! 
By Marcus Allen 
Day after day the search went on. I 
scrutinized the classified sections of 
almost every newspaper in the tri-
state area in hopes of seeking 
employment And what did I find? 
Either I was too young, or 
inexperienced, or the hours conflicted 
with my scl'ool schedule and social 
life, and the positions only offered 
minimum wage. 
So I was going no place and 
fast I was once in the same 
predicament as many college students 
today , looking for employment But 
then I discovered the job Placement 
Center at LaGuardia, and they helped 
me to overcome this obstacle. 
I now work at a prestigious and 
one of the largest law ftnn in 
Manhattan, Skadden, Arps, Slate, 
Meager and Flom, as a mail clerk. 
The wages I receive satisfy my 
needs, and there exists many 
opportunities that will enable me to 
advance to, higher positions and 
increased salaries (such as becoming 
senior clerk or transferring to various 
departments). One of the departments 
is atex, which specializes in word 
processing. 
The director of the Job Placement 
Center is Michele Stewart. Her 
effluence has helped the center grow 
and flourish to what it is today. 
Ms. Stewart began by telling me 
how the program started two decades 
ago, after the fIrst class graduated 
LaGuardia. "The Job Placement 
Center is a Division of the 
Cooperative Education program and it 
is paid for by student activities fees. 
And also, students wishing to utilize 
the services that the JPC offers, must 
be registered and enrolled in a degree 
program," she said. 
She estimated that five to six 
hundred students per quarter received 
assistance through the program. Many 
of the jobs that Ms. Stewart receives 
offers positions with wages of an 
average of 5 to 6 dollars per hour. 
However, some do pay up to 12 
dollars per hour. Most of the jobs that 
arc available are accounting, clerical, 
typing, telemarketing (office jobs) as 
well as blue-collar jobs (stock, 
loading). 
According to Ms. Stewart, 
students entering the JPC, fIrst fill 
out applications that detail their work 
history, special skills and other 
abilities in hopes of finding positions 
that suit their needs. Then she or one 
of other counselors, describe the 
importance of selecting jobs that 
captivate one's interests, and they also 
give in detail what these positions 
will offer to the individual, (such as 
the salaries, hours, and other 
benefits.) Some of the jobs that I've 
come across may even be appealing to 
you. For example: 
"Junior Analyst $7.73 per hour, 
Mon-Fri, 6 pm-lO pm in Manhattan, 
Prior office work expo req. must have 
good appearance and comm. skills" 
Also, Account Rep. $6.00 per 
hour, Mon-Fri 5:30 pm-8:30 pm, Sat 
9am-l pm in Na<;sua County, Heavy 
phonework, will be trained on 
computer system." 
And "Customer Service $9.00 per 
hour, Mon-Fri lOam-3pm in 
Manhattan, must type 50 wpm., or 
have knowledge of CRT screen." 
She made it a point to say that if 
any student should find that they are 
not satisfied with the position they 
were hired for, the counselors at JPC 
will gladly help to find an alternate 
position. 
Due to the program's success, Ms. 
Stewart along with the other 
counselors are looking to expand the 
Job Placement Centers' capabilities 
that would further improve their 
assisting and informing students 
about the center. 
A Jobs Management Data-base 
was installed to facilitate and keep 
track of the vast amount of 
information that the JPC counselors 
utilize daily and that their long range 
goal is to expand the system and have 
it interface with the system in Student 
Admissions. 
Also, she and along with her staff 
are planning in the near future to 
begin a newsletter which will provide 
students with information about what 
the center does, current job openings 
and news that will encourage students 
to visit JPC. She and the staff will be 
arranging a schedule that will enable 
two rotating counselors to remain 
available as much as possible. She 
feels that this will help JPC to 
accommodate studenl~' needs more 
effectively. 
Ms. Stewart, the Director, "Feels 
very fortunate" and proud of her work, 
and enjoys assisting those who want 
to benefit from what the JPC offers 
and for those who wish to help 
themselves. 
Unfortunately, many of the jobs 
that the placement center offers go 
unfilled, and they are in dire need for 
students to take initiative and explore 
the numerous amount of positions 
available. 
The office is located on the second 
floor of the main building (room-
M200). It is open Monday to Friday 
(hours are listed on the door) to help 
students enrolled in the current 
SEE JPC pii 
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THE HOMELESS--
A TALE OF FOUR 
ORDINARY MEN 
By Yvette Lewis 
People sleep on the streets, trains 
platforms and any place they can rest 
their heads. This is one situation 
which has gotten out of hand. Being 
homeless has not only affected the 
adults but many children as well. The 
children are being raised with no hope 
and liule dreams. Recently I talked to 
four homeless men living in a shelter 
and learned that their experience has 
affected their lives tremendously. 
They reside at the Charles H. Gay 
Shelter For Men 1, Keener Building, 
Wards Island, N.Y. The shelter is 
privately owned and it houses 
approximately 300 men. 
Allen Reyes who is 5'4" and a 
high school dropout lead a nonnal life 
until crack and cocaine destroyed it 
all. He lost his father recently, his 
home and self respect. Allen's 
younger brother threw him out into 
the street. He roamed the streets for 5 
to 6 days looking for food and a place 
to stay. He was getting thinner by 
the day and weaker by the hour. 
Allen then found himself sleeping in 
the basement of his old apartment 
building thanks to the super. 
According to Allan, being homeless 
was a difficult time in his life and 
wishes that on no one. His family no 
longer wants anything to do with 
him, he said fighting back tears. 
Allan hopes to get out of the shelter 
and get a job, so he could better 
himself. "I know it was fate and the 
love of God that kept me out of 
trouble," he stated. 
Orlando Rodriquez-who's in his 
early twenties grew up in spanish 
Harlem's Johnson projects. Orlando 
was once a drug dealer turned user 
who found himself in jail and 
homeless. He used every drug but 
dope (heroin) and said, "drugs could 
only hurt you in the end." He has 
been turned down for jobs due to his 
criminal record. Orlando had a good 
and loving homelife until he started 
stealing from his mother. His mother 
is now afraid to let him back in the 
house, since he stole from her. His 
family has nothing to say to him as 
long as he stays away. Orlando is 
like any other child growing up in 
Harlem, making it the best way he 
could. 
Then there is Ricardo Hurse-Who 
is 5'5" and slightly built He stated 
that the shelter is not a nice place to 
live. He said," It's more of a place to 
get yourself and your act together." 
This high school graduate was also 
jailed for selling illegal drugs. The 
drug selling and using caused him to 
loose his family. He has an eight 
year old daughter who he misses 
terribly and he now realizes things 
should. have been different for them. 
If he would have listened to his 
brother, he could still have his home 
and family. He was cut in the chest 
and wants people to know what 
happens when you're on the streets . . 
He is on public assistance and has to 
make routine trips to his parole 
officer. Ricardo wants to be the son 
to his mother who works at New 
York Hospital, that he once was. His 
main goal is to get a job and be a 
father and provide for his daughter the 
way he used to. 
Last is Shirland Brown, who is a 
well educated man. He graduated high 
school and college and is despertly 
trying to beuer himself. Crack took 
him out of his home and into the 
streets. He said," The shelter is a step 
in the right direction. In order for 
people to help you, you have to first 
help yourself." His family is starting 
to help get back on his feet since he 
found Jesus. He comes from a very 
religous family and was hurt when 
they turned their backs on him. He 
~d "I was like a lost sheep who went 
astray, but I'm slowly finding my 
way back. Shirland child's family 
used him until he went broke and life 
went from bad to worse. "I have no 
hatred toward anyone now that I found 
.Jesus." I forgive them all because I 
know in the end I1l get my just 
rewartl," he said. 
The sleeping arrangements in the 
shelter consist of three donns, which 
hold two beds with lockers next to 
them. A person must come in at 
8:00 p.m. sign for a bed. If helshe 
signs after 10:45 helshe loses the bed 
and the space. That's part of the rules 
and regulations. The shelter will then 
assign the person to another bed if 
any are left Everyone receives 3 
meals a day and also a small 
wardrobe. 
Shirland stated, "people use the 
shelter as a way of getting from step 
A to step B". There is of course 
those who use the shelter to rest their 
heads at night and get food, but one of 
the main rules of the shelter is that 
you must find a job or you will be 
kicked out 
According to Allen "Welfare in a 
homeless situation is a means to get 
you started, so you can learn how to 
handle your money." 
The guys all agreed that some 
people in the shelter use their money 
to buy drugs or they just blow it 
There are still those who have to 
sleep on trains, benches and streets to 
survive. The guys feel lucky they 
have a shelter to go to when its cold 
outside and get something to eat 
Shirland said, " it beats sleeping 
on benches and trains fearing for your 
life." The people on the streets take 
more risks to their life than the ones 
in the shelters. "People out in the 
world must realize if they see a 
homeless person don't neglect them 
instead give them something to eat or 
drink. I know how they feel because I 
was once on of them." Allen said. 
They hope to get their lives together 
so in the future their homeless 
situation would have been somewhat 
of a bad dream. The guys would like 
to relay this message to all of you. " 
God specializes! Say no to drugs and 
yes to Jesus." 
, I I , I I J f I 
Transferring Takes Planning 
By Jonathan Lee 
It's the end of the spring term, and 
many students will be leaving 
LaGuardia for the summer. Some 
students will be returning for the fall 
quarter, and some will not Some 
students will be graduating this spring 
and continuing their education at four 
year institutions, while others will be 
transferring without degrees from La 
Guardia 
Judith Gazzola, acting Director of 
the Career and Transfer Center stated, 
"Before a person transfers, he or she 
should plan ahead of time and know 
what they are about to get into. 
Transferring to a senior school can be 
a long process. Students should start 
planning to transfer a year in advance. 
You can avoid a lot of stress and 
pressure by applying ahead of time." 
She also recommended that a 
person should transfer after 
completing their degree first 
Chances are the college will accept 
the degree aJ-.d the courses taken 
towards your Bachelor's degrees. A 
person who applies to a college 
without getting their degree flfSt will 
have to choose their courses carefully 
to make sure the college they are 
applying to will accept them,"she 
stated, and have an idea of a major 
you wish to take. 
Many people believe that they 
can only transfer to CUNY colleges, 
which is not their only choice. Ms. 
Gazzola stressed not to limit 
yourselves and to look at state and 
private schools as well as city 
schools. She said, " Scholarships and 
financial aid money is available and 
many students win scholarships at 
LaGuantia and can be taken where ever 
they go." Some colleges and transfer 
students should know which 
scholarships and financial aid is 
available at the college they are 
transfering to and apply ahead of time. 
The newsletter "Horizons 
Unlimited", is published bimonthly 
by the Career and Transfer Center. It 
gives updates on scholarship 
information and transfer infonnation. 
It is available at the Information 
Center, in the lobby of the main 
building, and also the Career and 
Transfer Center in MB 65. 
In a 1988 survey conducted by 
Jeffery I. Weintraub, Director of 
Placement at the Division of 
Cooperative Education at La Guardia, 
47.6% of the graduates that answered 
a questionaire transfered to a senior 
college. Out of that percentage, 155 
students went to CUNY schools, 5 
students went to the State University 
of New Yode, and 19 students went to 
private colleges in New Yode State, 
and 5 students went to. a private 
school out of New York. 
It is important to know what you 
are looking for in a college. Some 
questions you might want to ask 
yourself are: Do you want to go 
away to college? Does the college 
have dorms? Is it located in a city or 
suburb? How much does it cost 
(tuition & fees)? Is the college very 
competetive to get into? Does it have 
a good reputation? Does it offer your 
major? What is the population of the 
school? What services does it have 
(such as labs or computers)? What 
are the size of the classes and lecture 
halls? Does it have a good faculty? 
It is not wise to go to a college just 
because your friends say it is a good 
school or your girlfriend or boyfriend 
is there. 
Judith Gazzola says, "Colleges 
offer open houses and trips to visit 
their schools. You may even be able 
to sit in some classes at the colleges. 
The Horizon also prints the dates of 
open houses at colleges." 
It is also good to find out what the 
colleges require in order to enter. You 
may need a certain grade point 
average, a recommendation from a 
faculty member or a written essay. 
There are books such as "The Best 
Buys in College Education" by 
Edward B. Fiske, and other materials 
that Cah be of help in selecting a 
college. These books can be found in 
the Career and Transfer Center as well 
as "The Student Guide to Successful 
Transfer" made by La Guardia 
Community College. It can be 
picked up free of charge in room MB 
65. 
The college search program is also 
available to all the students. It is a 
computer program that helps students 
decide which college is best for them. 
An appointment is necessary to use 
the program. It is also found in MB 
65. The staff at the Career and 
Transfer Center is friendly and ready 
to help you. The hours are posted 
outside the door. Good Luck! 
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Protest flyers that were removed after May 21 takeover. Photo Virasami 
It Was No Fun 
By Christiana Somerville 
Note: Somerville, a Bridge editor, 
was involved with protesting the 
budget cuts. 
D();;s anyone in I.he culkgc klluw 
why the student') were protesting? It 
was not because we felt it or because 
we had nothing better to do. We were 
protesting for a decent education. 
Believe it when I tell you that it was 
not always fun but it was necessary. 
It was not fun to go into 
classrooms and pull people out of 
them when we should have been there 
ourselves. 
It was not fun watching friends, 
under constant stress because they're 
trying to figure out how they are 
going to do everything from going to 
work:, to informing the students about 
the budget cuts, to finding time to 
sleep and time to go to class. 
It was not fun sleeping in the front 
lobby of the main building(as we did) 
and being kept awake all night by 
security and maintenance. Finally 
we'd get some sleep at 5:00 A.M. 
when the supervisor carne, and an 
hour later someone tested the fire 
bells. I was told they do it every 
morning --but for fIfteen minutes!? 
It was no fun being served with a 
court order, when I spent just one 
night at the Board of Trustees 
Headquarters on East 80th Street 
It was no fun trying to hold a rally 
and the students were just not 
listening to what the organizers were 
saying. 
It was no fun being awakened by 
my mother to be told that the students 
had taken over the main building and 
the cops were going to storm in at 
any moment. 
It was no fun being told that when 
the police did storm in, either the 
LaGuardia maintenance or security, 
had helped them get into the building. 
It was no fun to realize that 
administration would stand by and 
watch members of student 
Government get arrested. And not try 
to stop it In fact two members of 
Student Government had to leave a 
rally on May 8, 1990, or they would 
have been arrested. I was told by 
Adam Mayer, one of the members of 
Student Government, that the students 
at John Jay forced him and Kerry 
Hayes to leave or else they would 
have been arrested: 
It was no fun being told that 
security was ripping down flyers that 
the students put on the walls to 
inform the students about the budget 
cuts. Fine it was a wall, but they left 
the financial aid posters alone. 
WHY?? But thankfully the students 
won that battle 
It was no fun to learn that security 
guards were ripping student fliers off 
of Student Activities Committee 
Bulletin Boards. Who gives them 
that right. 
It was ironic not being not to be 
allowed to enter a classroom to 
inform students about the budget cuts 
when the professor who was keeping 
US out could possibly. loose his job 
because of the budget cuts. 
That's right-- as you've might have 
realized-- protesting is not fun but it 
was necessary in this case. 
We lost some of the battles but 
we were not defeated. We won because 
people have realized the benefits of 
our victories-- for example students 
running for government were able to 
put their flyers on the walls. Also, for 
a while, we had unlimited access to 
the building, since there were no 
doors. I think the best victory of all 
is the fact that students and faculty 
have begun to work together so that 
the student life at LaGuardia can be 
improved. 
. , , 
The LaGuardia Woman's Center was just one of 
the organizations present at the recent international 
club fair which took place in the school gymnasium. 
Barricade that kept surprised students and faculty from classes 
Chairs 'R Us 
By Catherine Passiglia 
Note: Passiglia, a Bridge editor, 
spent time on the inside with student 
leaders who took over the Main 
building in protest of the budget CUls. 
Here is her account: 
Maintenance had finally put the 
front doors back on. They had taken 
them down after we took over the 
building on May 7. I guess that they 
thought we couldn't take over a 
building if it didn't have front doors. 
Well, they were wrong. We were 
determined to take the main building 
again, doors or no doors. And that 
was exactly what we did. 
It was about 7:00 in the morning 
on Monday May 20, and the students 
that we snuck in from Lehman and 
John Jay were busy helping the other 
LaGuardia Students lock the back 
doors and tie up the side entrances. 
Those of us in the sleep-over were 
doing our part to keep security 
occupied by staying in the corridor by 
the library like it was business as 
usual. 
Then, all of a sudden, Kerry Hayes 
of Student Government and Mac 
Plaise, another LaGuardia student, 
came running down the corridor 
yelling, "Get the Doors! Get the 
Doors!" 
At that point myself, as well as 
the others, jumped up and started 
pushing chairs, benches, desks, and 
whatever else we could find up against 
the then closed doors. One of the 
security supervisors thought to stop 
us by opening up the front doors but 
we just kept throwing more desks 
into the pile. 
One guard just stood on the side 
with his jaw hanging open and his 
eyes about to fallout of his head as 
he watched up barricade the door. 
Laughing at his reaction, I turned to 
him and said, "Students Determined 
Will Never Be Defeated." 
At one point, I ran into room 
MI04 and started pushing more desks 
into the lobby. We formed an 
assembly line and helped to get the 
chairs to the top of the "Mountain." 
After we felt that we had the 
barricade high enough, we began to 
secure it by tying it at crucial points 
with some strong cord. 
At this point, we felt the doors 
were secure and left some students 
there to handle any inquires as well as 
make sure security did not try to take 
the barricade down. 
All in all, the whole process of 
barricading the front doors of the main 
building took about 15 MINUTES. 
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Getting Rid of That 
No Good 'F' 
Joining other major and 
prominent universities such as Yale, 
Temple, Colgate, Rutgers, University 
of California/Berkeley, and University 
of Wisconsin/Madison, which 
compute only a student's higher grade 
for repeated failed courses in their 
grade point average, the City 
University of New York's Board of 
Trustees voted to revise CUNY's 
grading policy at a recent meeting. 
The change was made to represent 
student's overall academic 
achievement,> more accurately by 
reflecting what they have learned. 
The resolution, recommended by 
the Board's Committee on Academic 
Policy, Program and Research, states 
"that when an undergraduate student 
receives the earned academic grade of 
"F" or ,ill administrative filing grade, 
and that student subsequently retakes 
that course and receives a grade of "C" 
or better, the initial grade of "F" will 
no longer be computed into the Grade 
Point Average. The "F" will remain 
on the transcript The number of 
failing credits that can be deleted from 
the Grade Point Average shall be 
limited to 16 for the duration of the 
student's undergraduate enrollment in 
institutions of CUNY. This policy 
shall be effective September 1, 1990 
at all Colleges of CUNY." 
According to a 1982 national 
survey, 62.2% of the 1,638 
universities and colleges surveyed 
allowed the original failing grade to 
be repealed in the GPA once a higher 
grade is earned, thereby maintaining 
the Grade Point Average as a gauge of 
the student's academic progress. 
The chancellor, in consultation 
with facuIty at the colleges, will issue 
guidelines for the new policy's 
implementation at the beginning of 
the 199()"91 academic year. 
The City University of New York, 
the nation's leading urban university, 
compl1ses nine senior colleges, seven 
community colleges, one technical 
college, a graduate school, a law 
school, a medical school, and an 
affiliated school of medicine. More 
than 194,000 students arc enrolled at 
campuses throughout the five 
boroughs of the city of New York. 
Footsteps 
By Waseem Ahmed (Foots 
steps) 
Ancient nations of the universe 
before the rise of Greek Civilization, 
were admittedly fanciful. The people 
of the Middle East thousands of years 
before Christ, pictured the earth as a 
flat slab surrounded by water and fire. 
This concept was denied by 
Enasthenes (240 B.C.) The Great 
Egyptian philosopher. He knew that 
on a certain day of the year in 
Alexandria the sun shines directly in 
the well. On that Enasthenes was in 
another city, where he noticed that his 
shadow is not exactly under him. 
Instantly he figured out that the earth 
is not flat, but a shape of a ball. 
To calculate the circumference of 
earth he measured the distance 
between the well in Alexandria and 
the city where he saw the shadow. 
With a little geometry he calculated 
the circumference of earth. 
He calculated A by simple 
trigonometry . 
A= 7.2 degree 
there are 360 degrees in a circle. 
So 7.2 degrees is 1/50 of a circle. the 
distance between the A and B was 
800. 
We can say that 1/50 of the 
circumference of earth is 800 km. 
1/50 = 800 
800x50= 1 circumference 
40,000 km= circumference of the 
earth 
His calculations were very good 
and accurate. It had a little difference 
of about 20 to 25 km. 
READ 
THE BRIDGE!! 
From left to right: Artie and Bunny 
The Humanities Department of LaGuardia Community College 
presented its Spring 1990 production of John Guare's "House 
of Blue Leaves." 
"House of Blue Leaves takes place in Sunnyside, Queens on 
October 4, 1965, the day that Pope Paul VI visited New York 
to pray for an end to the Vietnam War. Chief characters in the 
play are Artie Shaughnessy (Adam Mayer), a less than brilliant 
songwriter; Bananas (Jennifer Creighton), his wife; Bunny, 
(Michelle Austin), his mistress; and Ronnie (Arnon Kalish), 
his son whose attempted assassination (Guare's fiction) of 
the Pope is the central action of the farce. 
Koolsbergen: 
Acting Is His Game 
By Mary Vasilache 
Imagine, if you can, that you had 
to get up in front of thirty people and 
act for the fIrst time, or to perform a 
scene from a play or just act out a 
situation that can happen in everyday 
life like fighting with a brother or 
sister over the bathroom. Yet, you're 
making it happen in front of an 
audience. 
Imagine, signing up for a class 
where you can have fun, meet people 
and learn how to act. Well, that's 
what I imagined when I decided to 
write a story about this class. 
It all began in M-124. The room 
seemed very small and crowded. The 
desk was full of papers. There was 
not much room in there, expect for 
the desk, me and him. We sat facing 
each other, we smiled and then we got 
down to business. 
My business was to interview Mr. 
Will Koolsbergen, the acting teacher 
of.LaGuardia Community College. 
He explained that LaGuardia 
Community College has offered 
acting since the school opened its 
doors. But, Mr. Koolsbergen has 
only been teaching these courses for 
the past year. 
Mr. Will Koolsbergen received his 
MFA at the University of New 
Orleans. He then went on to get his 
PHD in Data History. He actually 
started out by teaching a speech 
course. Then the school needed an 
acting professor so they came to him. 
According to Mr. Koolsbergen, he 
did a lot of acting when he was in 
college. He was in the Resident 
Acting Company of New Orleans. 
"We did six to seven shows a year and 
toured through the south," said Mr. 
Koolsbergen. He is also a Union 
member of Actors Equity and Screen 
Actors Guild. This gave him the 
experience in the acting business. 
Anyone can take Acting 1. It is a 
humanities elective. However, Mr. 
Koolsbergen adds,"to get into Acting 
II, you need to pass Acting I or put 
on an audition." To put on an 
audition, you must wntact Mr. 
Koolsbergen and set up an 
appointment to meet with him. 
According to Mr. Koolsbergen, if 
the audition goes well or one has 
proof of acting in another and/or 
theater he will waiver you through 
Acting II. 
In his classes, Mr. Koolsbergen 
tries to create a comfortable, good and 
positive atmosphere. He also lets his 
students get to know one another and 
lets them become familiar with their 
classmates. He also lets his students 
bring their friends or family into the 
-30-
from pII 
America. I am practically a working 
joumalist covering all areas of the 
news, but there are goals to be met. 
Working for a major magazine, owned 
by myself, should provide for a 
wonderful career. Hunter College here 
I come. 
classroom during lessons. This 
might help give the students a bit 
more courage to perform. 
In Acting I, for example, students 
learn the basics of acting-
observation, concentration,and 
focusing. Then they start doing 
scenes and performing. Mr. 
Koolsbergcn lel') his students do the 
creating of the scenes. He will give 
them a topic but they would make up 
a scene that they would like to 
perform. That is, Mr. Koolsbergen 
might put lhe word "connict" on the 
board and then the studenL~ will do a" 
scene on conflict on the board, like 
having an argument with a boyfriend 
or girlfriend. 
Acting II deals with the different 
styles of acting- comedy, drama, etc. 
"They get a shot at acting," said Mr. 
Koolsbergen. "The studenL~, also, get 
to look at the different-playwrights 
like Shakespeare or Miller." 
According to Mr. Koolsbergen, the 
students in his class comment and 
help each other. They give one 
another their opinion of what is good 
or bad with a performance and how it 
may be improved. <"But most of the 
students do not have any problems 
with performing in front of 
classmates. There are always one or 
two exceptions that need to be pushed 
a little," he added. 
Yet all in all, he explained the 
acting class gives the studem a chance 
to become confident and creative. It, 
also, gives them a chance to make 
friends. 
In the near future, Mr. 
Koolsbergen wants more time. He 
would like for his classes to be a 
double period at least once a week. 
To give the students more time to 
prepare their scenes. Also, to let 
them all perform an equal amount of 
time. 
Mr. William Koolsbergen 
says," Acting is not forgetting who 
you are. It is being a character but 
also being you." 
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Poetry contest deadJine June 
30, students urg~ . to enter 
The deadline for entering the 
American Poetry Association's 
contest is JWle 30. The contest is 
open to everyone and entrY is free . . 
The Grand, prize.·js$l.OOO and the 
First Prize $500 ... There are 152 . 
prizes\vorth $ll,<>OP.in all. 
"Every student whQ wrileSpoetry 
shoUld enter thiS contesL Twelve 
students won prizes in our.last 
contest, .~said · Robert N(!lsori. 
publisher for llie associatiOn. liThe 
June 30 ~ allows plenty of 
time to enter after finals are/over. It . , 
Poots may '~8dooe oogma1 ' ".' 
.. , 'thari 20 lineS name . poem, no more ' .' . .. 
'. t.· . ' .. 
, 
CO-57, 250-A Potrero St, P.O. Box By Christiana Somerville 
.' /. 1803, Santa Cruz. CA 95061 ; American Association of Higher 
Poofll$Postmarkedby JWle .30 are Education (AAHE) is a body of 
eligible to. win~ . Anew contest opens Wliversity professionals from across 
Julyl . Poems are judged 00 . . . the country who set the agenda f<X' 
. originality, sinCerity, and_feelirig~ .' hig'ler educaiton in this COWltry. They 
Each Poem is also considered for had their annual conference in 
publiCation in tl!e Am¢can Pe>etry SanFrancisco, California Marth 31- . .. .'. 
AnthOlogy. a leading.collection of Aprll4. They had many things on .' 
contemporary verse. Every poet will ' ... ' . their. agenda such as to map out a new 
. receive a . cOpy oi;the ,~FOei's Guide to plan for higher educatiOll ' ~ take in '; ..... 
Getting PubliShed," aCour-page the next year. .'. .'. 
booklet. full of usefuUnformation. . Of all ,the college's LaGuardia had 
Duri11g 8 years of sponsorship the . . one of the lBrgest de18gtions at the .' 
American PoetrY Association has run conference: . Dean George Harnad3 , 
. 36.contests and awar:ded over ' Dean for Academic Affaiis; Dean ....... . 
$180,000 in contest prizes to 3,300 Roberta Matthews; J\SSis1anl Deari of 
winning p<>el$. Academic Affairs; Ric~ Holmes, 
.Page 'S 
Director of College Discovery; Jane ··.· 
Schulman, Director Adult Career 
Counseling and Resource Center; 
Janet Liebcnnan. Special Assistant to 
President Bowen. John Stevenson. 
. Mathematices Department; and .... 
. Christiana Somerville and Catherine 
J>assiglia, 1M Bridge. Student 
Newspaper~ . ...• •... . . 
John Stevenson and Lou Alfred. 
Vice PresidentofAAHE; spent a ;. 
. month in Netaland South Africa and ' ." 
they gave a workshop about their '. 
... experienceS. They focused on the .' 
future of higber education in South 
. Africa· once ap8rtheid is dismantled. ..' 
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The following is a copy of the Certified Audited Schedule of Revenue and Expenses for F.H. LaGuardia Student 
Association, for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1989. 
If you have any questions, the details of this schedule are available for review in the Business Office, Room M-300. 
Student 
k.y.nue 
Activitl" Cr.du.tton QOy'tMe0s' 
Student activity 
fe .. $ 78,205 $ 39,101 $ 39,10) 
Social function S,551 10,480 23.5 Hun • ..,. 
Hi.e.lan.ou. 90 
Int.r •• t 2.067 1.033 --W.ll 
Total r,v.nue. as,82) 50.616 ~ 
Exp~nditu.r •• 
Salari .. 19,198 13,349 
Employa. banafit 3,627 980 
Payroll tax .. 1,737 1,259 
SuppU .. 479 




convention 8,076 2,808 
D .. pracia~lon 6,Z~1 1,750 
Prof ••• ional fea. 
Proar ... · .nd 
activlth. 42,402 39,846 11,247 











rotal expandit~r~. II,H5 U,!4! ---t! .0.!1.! 
tevenu... in axe ••• (.hort·) 
of exp.nditur .. ~ 10 1 770 L-.:.ll 
$ 
Ftorallo H. LaCu.rdt. Community Colle,e 
AI.oc1.ticD, Inc. 
SCHEDULE OF REVENUE AND EXPENSES 
For the yoar .ndad Jun. 10, 1989 
(vlth comp.rativa totala for 1988) 
Incca. The.tr. lu.ln ••• 
G,n,r,tio& IJ..W.u ~ Illlxuu 




2.067 ----llL !.Z22 
"t.428 -1.iJ.IL -U...I.O.2 151.43~ 
",on 21,268 1110 ,203 
5,191 6,112 6,274 
5,286 3,847 8,65' 




1,672 1,561 1,884 
a,550 
~7,2" 14,243 8,'15 6,451 
3,3ts 3,493 
784 721 256 340 
30,492 
---
_W.JU J.L.!1L --iL.ill. UII,§ZI 
S [20 I P7) i [2 1008 1 ~) i 2~IOOS i 
Total 
R,crt.tion Hili.a l!m!l 1llL .l.2.U 
10~,%7S S 104,275 $ - S 579,173 $ 557.902 . ' 17 ,381 1I.HI n.854 
86,539 59,882 
6,012 938 9 7,819 .5. ) 1 ~ 
2.756 2.15 6 -L.lU 16,HI ----L11Q 
130.424 107 ~2§9 -ki!!l 16 1,442 HI.H1 
76,187 48,676 ])),913 282,8 46 
4,853 4,607 11,844 26,641 
6,870 4,H2 32,107 H,S86 
5,420 1,147 11 ,992 31,430 
366 5,910 6,738 1,855 
10,107 11,)4 7 
3,020 3,104 3,360 
12,546 4,675 
2,363 .",360 34,843 34,138 
8,550 7,349 
22,5'0 182,953 128,842 
6,995 6,159 
492 16,1J6 
1,321 8,20' 7,966 
8,123 
U 155 2,615 2,118 
35,755 
30,492 
666 666 I,Oll 
2.SI1 2.511 4.177 ---
12~,~!!!2 12Z,4!Z --- m,m §~4,~U 
26 1824 47i .LL.!2.!. 40,163 87,087 
IN OUR OFFlCE, YOU WON'T BE 
SORTING THESE: 
At some part- time jobs, there's not c! lot to 
do. At eve, there's plen ty. There'.3 a 
wholE: city fhll of children to tutor, gardens 
to plant , people to feed , and playgrounds to 
build. Come work full-time for the 
summer and part-time during the school 
year on one of our teams. You'll feel good 
about helping your city, and you'll earn 
expense money and a scholarship to 
continue your studies while you do it. 
If you are 17 to 20 years old and care about 
New York City, join the team that's making 
it a better place to live, and let someone 
else worry about the paper clips. 
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New York, NY 10003 
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PROTEST from plO 
Lhank God no one was hurt," said Lhe 
President. 
AILhough Dr. Rushing has 
publically displayed a poster outside 
of Lhe Social Science Office asking 
for support to oust the president, he 
acknowledges it's not simple to 
remove a president. 
"He is going to have me on his 
back as long as I'm here," Dr. 
Rushing told The Bridge. And he 
says, he will battle him alone if he 
has to. 
He claims that the majority of 
teaching faculty are often intimidated 
by the administration and they will 
hesitate to speak out against the 
President's decicions. 
"When people keep quiet you don't 
have democracy," he said. 
According to President Bowen, the 
number of students involved in the 
protest or takeover was significantly 
low; thus proving that students are 
not in favor of taking over buildings. 
But, according to Student 
Government President Lourie Bosch, 
by taking over the building students 
were made to realize how important 
their struggle was. 
"Sometimes students need to be 
woken up .. .It's hard to understand that 
what's happening 300 miles away in 
Albany will effect us here at 
LaGuardia," said Ms. Bosch. 
She explained that although 
students were not able to attend many 
classes during the takeover, they were 
fighting for tomorrow's students who 
may suffer severe consequences if a 
fight is not waged while legislators 
are thinking about cutting services. 
Soon after the police were used to 
foil this takeover, faculty members of 
the Social Science Department made 
an effort to discuss with President 
Bowen the circumstances surrounding 
his action of calling the police and 
other matters. 
But, according to Dr. Rushing, 
the President refused to speak with 
them. They question why the 
president never held, at this point in 
the qaurter, any educational forums 
and discussion with the college 
community on the issue of budget 
cuts and possible tuition increases. 
"He can't justify himself ... he's 
avoiding dialogue," stressed Dr. 
Rushing. 
The President, however, said that 
he didn't have the time to meet with 
faculty members when he was 
approached for a meeting. "I'm 
extremely busy and the protest is just 
one of the multiplicity of things I 
have to do .. .I don't sit in my office 
just waiting for some faculty member 
to come and say 'I'm going to meet 
with you right now.'" 
After the doors were removed to 
prevent another takeover, students had 
decided to be creative . On Monday 
morning, 7am, May 21st, they 
blocked the main entrance with 
classroom chairS; and again, the 
police were called in. But this time, 
concerned faculty and students pressed 
for negotiations with the President 
They demanded that the police be 
removed from in front of the school 
before they start negotiations. And 
one student government member, 
Kerry Hayes, warned that if the 
police weren't removed those holding 
the building would increase [helf acL~ 
of civil disobedience to "tllghcr 
levels" 
During this takeover, which was 
headed by student leader Kerry Hayes, 
only a small number of students were 
prescnt in the building. President 
I oorie Bosch aDd other major 
government figures were not in 
support of the Hayes' decison for a 
second takeover (initially). But later 
they gave their support. 
Soon after the takeover, the 
student leaders' main concern turned to 
what was not so much budget cuts 
and tuition increases, but the kind of 
services students here are receiving. 
The list of demands was discussed 
during some intense negiotations on 
the Monday morning while the 
police department (which was called 
on campus by President Bowen) still 
surrounded the school building. 
According to Hayes, some of the 
demands which were met or are still 
being discussed include an extension 
of library hours for extended day 
students, opening of the reading lab 
10 instead of 6 weeks, and the 
extension of the Writing Center 
hours, as well as 24 hour access to 
student work areas, especially club 
offices, and Student Government 
offices. Also, the mandatory wearing 
and display of student identifaction 
cards, said Hayes. 
"We feel that the college isn't safe 
when anyone can literally walk in to 
the college without having to identify 
themselves and they can just walk in 
and harm someone ... or in the worst 
scenario kill someone," Hayes said. 
One additional issue that has 
caused some voices to be raised is the 
allocation of student activities fees. 
The $25.40 students pay in addition 
to their tuition which amounts to 
over 500,000 dollars annually which 
is not spent on the appropriate student 
activities, said student leaders. 
Students have asked President Bowen 
to approve a referendum in which the 
student population would have been 
able to vote for during the recent 
elections, and give student 
government the authority to decide 
how fund';; are spent, but the President 
said he wanted to learn more about the 
request. 
The issue of the having a 
referendum resulted somewhat from 
the Dean of Students, William 
Hamilton's refusal to allow 
protestors to use a audio system 
purchased with student activity fees. 
According to President Bowen, who 
supported the Dean's decision, it is 
against regulations to have a sound 
system be taken outdoors for a rally. 
As a result student leaders asked 
the president to intervene and allow 
the use of the sound system because 
they felt Dean Hamilton's decision 
was anti-student 
But, said President Bowen, 
"Unless I find that one of the Deans 
have violated a policy or a procedure 
then their decision is final." 
"We are totally disgusted with the 
college president and there is a very 
unpleasant relationship between SGA 
and him," according to Hayes. 
According to Hayes, in fact, 
Student Government has told the 
President that Dean Hamilton who 
has been working here for 15 years, 
has made decisions in the past, as 
well as currently, which are geared to 
hurt rather than uphold student rights 
and therefore he needs to be removed. 
Said Hayes, "We feel that Dean 
Hamilton is the main problem 
between us and the President. We just 
want Dean Hamilton out, just plain 
out, unequivocally out...he wants to 
do what he want'> to, and doesn't even 
want to talk about his decisons." 
As f'lf as Dean Hamilton is 
concemed he doesn't his removal is a 
legitimate request. "It's a handful of 
students that has Ix'en involved in the 
students. If thousands say I must go 
then I'll step down," said the Dean. 
Also, the Dean claimed that the 
agenda of the Lourie Bosch Student 
Government wasn't always serving 
the best interest of the student In 
fact, he said, "I think they could have 
been the best Student Government 
we've had. But, because of their 
actions, it turned out to be the worst," 
he added, "they were wrapped up, all 
year, trying to gain control of 
(Student Activity) funds." 
With regard to the removal of 
Dean Hamilton, the Presidetn said, "I 
want to get all the input I want to sit 
down. I want to analyze it and based 
on that anlaysis, then I'll make certain 
decisions." 
Students are presently awaiting a 
response from the President's Office 
about the procedure to be used for re-
allocating student fees which will 
abolish the earmarking system.The 
president is consulting with members 
of the CUNY Board of Trustees as to 
the route he must take. 
CLEANING from pI 
Assistant Dean of Administration, 
James Buckley oversees 
Housekeeping which is responsible 
for maintaining adequate cleaning 
services. He said the college is 
cooperating with the Queens District 
Attorney's Office in the case, but he 
refused to comment any further. 
Dauber surrendered to DOl Squad 
detectives at the Queens District 
Attorney's John Santucci's office on 
April 17 and was indicted on April 3 
along with Andre Lewandowski, the 
fIrms night supervisor who was 
arrested earlier. 
Both men, along with the ftrm 
iL<;e1f, were indicted on three counts of 
bribery in the second degree and one 
count of conspiracy in the fifth 
degree, according to the 
Commissioner Susan E. Shepherd of 
the Department of Investigation and 
Queens District Attorney John 
Santucci. 
The official who requested 
anonymity reported the bribe to 
investigators and cooperated with 
investigators. 
According to investigators, 
Lewandowski who was representing 
Dauber, fIrst made a $400 payment 
to the LaGuardia official on 
November 17, 1989, and a second 
payment on December 20, 1989. 
But, according to investigators, 
Lewandowski was arrested on January 
23,1990, as he was about to make 
the third payment 
The company, which was hired by 
LaGuardia on November 1, 1989 
ignored numerous letter from college 
officials complaining about their poor 
performance. 
Although the Bridge's editorial 
about LaGuardia's poor cleaning 
services was published before we 
learned about the indictment, our 
comments were intended to address 
students' rights. 
According to Alfred Longobardi, 
Director of Support Services and 
Kevin Farley, Director of 
Housekeeping, a number of new 
policies will be instilled effectively 
immediately. The maintenance 
department, now headed by Don 
Sztabnik has expressed their concerns 
and will also improve their services. 
According to Farley, some of the 
new procedure to be initiated include: 
that custodial personnel inspect and 
c1e<m rest rooms a minimum of four 
(4) times a day or every two (2) 
hours." 
And "There will be a minimum of 
prot~st a.nd takeover. I wouldn't based two (2) 'hand towel dispensers, two (2) 
my livelIhood on a handful of toilet tissue dispensers, and two (2) 
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hand soap dispensers in cvay rest 
room so that a sufficient supply of 
these items are provided. This is a 
back-up system for ovec-use and 
vandalism. " 
Keeping the college clean at all 
times is next to impossible suggested 
the director partly because students do 
not play the role they should in 
keeping their restrooms and cafeteria 
clean. Vandalism and abuse of 
bathrooms, sinks, paper towels are 
common, he said. 
According to the acting director of 
Maintenance, Don Sztabnik, his 
department is responsible for 
maintaining the facilities. He receives 
"trouble calls" every day, he said. His 
department deals with everything 
from keeping the temperature 
comfortable to replacing light bulbs. 
Although he tries to have anyone 
of his 19 men ready to respond to a 
call he deals with the most urgent 
one~ flfst because of a lack of adequate 
staff. The $800,000 annual budget IS 
not enough to maintain adequate 
services, he said. 
"You never have enough people to 
do the job ... and we can't be at all . 
places at one time," said Mr. 
Sztabnik. 
Agreeing with Farley, Mr. 
Sztabnik added, "I think we need to 
talk about the cooperation between 
students and staff....if everyone would 
respect other people's needs it would 
be easier." 
There was one incident of 
vandalism when a student actually 
destroyed an entire bathroom, 
according to Mr. Sztabnik Everything 
from the sink, walls, and doors were 
knocked down. 
"It looked like somebody was 
practicing Kung Fu or something," 
said Me. Sztabnik about Lhe 
bathroom. 
The college and the new contractor 
will continue to provide adequate 
scrvices and do the best job, according 
to staff members and administrators. 
SFRB from pI 
campaign for the position that they 
sought Mr. Jonas went on to say 
that the Dean's Office offered them 
help in running their campaign. He 
added that the students chose not to 
take the help that was offered by his 
office. 
The Faculty Elections 
The election of the six faculty 
members is taking longer than was 
expected. According to Steve Brauch, 
the chairperson of the College Senate, 
" A mailing recently went out to all 
full time faculty asking thrm to 
participate. The period for filing is 
May 9 - 18. At the College Senate 
meeting of May 23, a decision will be 
made on the six candidates. If is 
necessary, a election will be held to 
pick the six candidates." 
After both the faculty and students 
are elected, the three from each who 
will serve are picked by lot by the 
President Bowen. From the 
remaining six a chairman will be 
chosen. 
In the event that there are not six 
candidates for either the faculty or 
student panel President Bowen can 
pick the six candidates. According to 
the CUNY Bylaws Sec.15.4 g." ... the 
president of the college shall have the 
duty to select the panel or panels 
which have not been elected," 
Functions of SFRB 
SFRB has one basic function 
which is to sr~ that order is kept at 
LaGuardia. The SFRB also 
investigates complaints Lhat students 
make against faculty or Lhat faculty 
see SFRB pii 
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SFRB fromplO 
: t :,"'" " , 
questions being asked. Bur Mr. 
O'Connell said this procedure would 
· make against students. They are also take some time to go into effect 
responsible for making sure that He said foreign students with legal 
. .'. tudenlS follow the Code of Conduct status (F-I visas) who work towards a 
. as outlined in the Sll1dents RighlS and . professional degree or towards a 
'Responsibilities Handbook. bachelor's degree could be authorized 
SFRB functions as a regular court . by their advisor to work in their field 
of law with a judge, (who is now of study for one year. During that 
'. Luis Men:hant) for four years, ' year, they could be authorized to 
Merchant explained that the person . '. work anywh.ere if their boss decides to 
· who has been3ccused is brought to .. sponsor Ihem for a Green Card, 
.. '. him to make a plea. If the person thereby adjUSting the student's status 
pleads guilty then the judge imposes ." to pennanent resident 
the senleOCe on them. If the person Mr. O'Connell said that this 
pleads not ~ilty then helshe is .. adjustment is both good and bad. It's 
referred· to the SFRB.1f they fmd ... " good in the sense that the 
him,IIlet guilty they impose the . ". Immigration policies are designe$l 
sentenCe. . . . '. largely to give the United StaleS what 
Mr. Merchant will remain the " .••. it needs. Bul the bad thing is that il'S 
judge after ~ new sYSIem has been . : taking students away from their own 
put iritOplace.He y.>as appointed by Countries that need them. 
Dean WilliamlJamilton, Dean of ..•. But Mr. O'Connell was quiclc to 
Students who 'according to the CUNY point out that the blame for this 
By-Laws; isUt charge of appointing a cannot rest on the student's shoulder 
, quaIifie(l faculty member or a because they know that they're here 
· counsetor from his office to the temporarily to study. The blame for 
position of judge. nean Halnilton the students oot reluming home is the 
stated the reason he asked Mr. ". , fault of their own government who 
MerchanttOremain was lhat hedid, a make no effort to find or povide jobs .. 
good job. . for them. ' , 
.' ',,' ,,"'; ': '. '. •. .. .' Mr. O'Connell feels the solutiOO 
FQREIGN fro~ p3 to.this poblem lies in the. r.:t ,~ ... . .... . ··· sinCe Congress created theF-l .ViSa to .... . 
Mr. O'Con~ll undeistands thiS .... . ' :hel~ with international education, , .. , 
problem aU too .well~ because he said. . . theY'. should come up with some 
that the approximate cootof' 'living . money to provjde infonnation· on 
and stOdying for one Ye8r in New where .the ~are to help encowuge 
YoQc city is $12,750 and the pjlrents ·. the student$ .~ go back home. And., 
of the foreign students have tolJl8ke .... '~continOOd, mai)Y of the students '" 
. '. would liJceto retiml home because 
immense sacrifi~ to pay their they .. werebrou. gh" t up with suong 
children school fees. . 
, . ~ 
wished LaGuarida had residential 
facilities, whereby it would be 
easier to interact closely with othec 
students; thereby making it easier 
to have friends. 
But he doesn't blame LaGuardia 
for that because, at LaGuardia. he is 
working with wonderful people. 
ROBIN from p3 
COIlIroVelSi8I had h3Ppened at 
LaGuardia 
During the past year I can't say 
repo11f'l'S were lining up Ca-
assignments, IKX' can I say the job was 
a smooth ride. Of course it could have 
been a smooth experience, but then 
that's not a college newspaper, or any 
newspaper. 
I learned that since LaGuardia was' " 
on a quarter system and not the 
O'aditional two semester, it would be 
It's not just the money she is diffICult to really recruit and build a 
excited about. but the deserved strong team of reporters. It seems as if 
recognition and her future which everyone was either working pan time 
will certainly be bright. said or fulfilling an internship. But I think: .; . . 
Andritsi. there are more reason why students 
After Robin graduated from here lacked a desire to do anything 
High School at age 17, she then besides auending classes. '. . . . .• : . 
started LaGuardia 2 years later. My graduating Arts Editor , 
During her junior and high schools Catherine Passiglia amd News Editor , I. , 
years she was actively involved in Christiana Somerville and soon to 
almost "all the extra curricular graduaIe Business Manager ~onique .! .' .. ' 
activities available," she said Koch played leey roles during my o~ 
; . Robin was class president in . .' year as editor, although many times ,I; . 
.' high school, she play~ the flute for had to beg and plead forthcm to k~pin 
· , eight years, and she Wrote and . . mind that the deadline to complcte ~ . 
directed the senior class musical . '. articles was last week. ; .. ! 
which was created by her class. Many students have passed ttuough 
The energetic and oulSpoken ' the pages of The Bridge, many stayed .' 
LaGuardian credits her mother with ·· '. fora year, some Cor two quarters, and " " 
motivating her to work hard "My others who were curious to find Qut , · . 
mother is a very SIrollg woinan; she what it's like wortcir)g Cor a newSpaP:r •. 
doesn't break down easily;.! admire ' stayed forj!l~ ~e issl!-C •.. . . 
.her for that." saidRobin. ". '. . ' . ~,S~ Government office. , 
... And .what exactly does s~ w~ always seemed '.to be making headlines'. '. 
to achitwe in ,Qre? "I looldorivard . One ofthe n:\ajor newsmakers was 
to the day when I fmally ,-eap som~ . '. Keny Hay~ Before he was elected to ," 
.. of the benefits of my hard walk," .' the SGA, . he was a Photographer for 
· ,she said Put bluntly, shewams to ·. '.' .... rhe Bridge. He always demanded three 
· make lots of money. times the amount of ftlm usually needed 
. 'Her daughter, she said, is the for an assignment, but hehardly got . 
. " qK)St important thing for her in life what he wanted. He liked to snap 
and most of what she does now is . p,ictures, but focusing is an ilTlpotWlk ' Fru.sat Khalid, a CompO~r Sci rice . cultural and family backgrOWlds . .. 
major could identify ' With this ' Ms, Nairn agrees with . 
problem because he Sat.'d, "Living O'ConneU·Ms· Nairn Stated th:lt in '. 
. , done with hcr in mind, and she' . . part of shooling a ory~heJeamed. I . 
·.me Bahamas the main economic 
with the' right people and fmding the "iOdustry is ToUrism; and . thoUgh .she 
right kl1ace ~live to suit my needs ' . . .. . .' . .. ... . . .. . 
and 'PockctS was a problem becauSe'~' . has adJusted to the fasl;J>~ }j,fe in ,<, ' . 
. . New York City. she is very 
~~:" York ,cilY ~'l a cheap p\oce to homesick and i dying to return back ' 
Mt . .Q'Connell even went on to . .' ~ her counlly where the athmosphere 
say thai it is CspCClally harder for . is moe relaxed and quiet Once there, 
parer. who live in countries where ....... ' she intends to obtain a job with her '.' 
the economic conditions are un table hccAssoc.iaLeS degree>il(fraveland 
because if the economy goes down Tourism froQl LaG~ardia Colle~ and 
then the same amount of money that her Bachelors degree in Hotel , 
their parents was sending before to Management from New Yark 
cover the tuition would not work; " So . University to penefit her country in 
whatever way she can. 
the parents would either have to Mr. Kb;!lid. also plwls .to return . 
sacrifice more or the student would home to Pakistan,· but first he. "(ould 
have to apply for wOrt perinits. like to get at leas.' his MasteJ::S in . . 
According to Mr:·O'Connetl the ... '. . '. . 
fdreign students cannot work .off Electri.cal Engineering~ And, ht} woul~ 
like to gain some New Yodcwork . 
campus. They can only work on . experience before he relurns home. 
campus. This is what Mr. Khalid, a . Mr. O'Connell stated"itls ahigber 
student from Pakistan has been doillg· percentage t~ mOst pe9ple th~ 
He works for 20 hours a week in 
the Admissions Office answering the 
telephones, explaining infomuition to-
students and he also does direct 
admits. This means that he could. 
approve a student's ' admissions foons 
for proCessing if they are fdIed . QUt 
Correctly. 
He also spends time helping 
foreign students because there are a lot 
things that they should know but 
donit. ' . 
Mr: Khalid said Mr. O'Connell is 
a very busy man who keeps up-to-date 
with all the immigration . laws by . 
going to conferences . . In fact, 
sometimes other foreign to Ill · 
advisors from other schOO.1s solicit his 
advice. 
Mr. O'Connell also explained 
iliat for years foreign tucknt 
counselors have been fighting with 
immigration to give foreign students 
expanded work previleges. He would 
li..\e t') see the s.tudent~ work full time 
when school is Ubt in session and part 
time when it's.in seSsion without any 
that do retwn home, but itall depends 
upOO !he student's COlintrybccause he. 
.' said .me majority of foreignSludents . 
would say, "fmgoing to go home." . 
But itt· twp·or fOucmore years when · '., 
they r;et their Bachelors .. (y.' Masters 
degrees and .it'stime fa-the studenuo . 
. consider there may not .be a job at 
home 'for them, so they may change 
their minds. . ... ... . 
Mr. O'Connell went onto say that 
in some schools foreign '~dents have 
problems wi~ other students;. Bul at . 
LaGuardia he has never Seen any signs 
of jealousy .Or any other major ' . 
problem between the foreign rodems 
and the other LaGuardia students who 
come from diverse .cliJ:lures . . 
But what he has noted is ' that 
there is a lack of communication 
between the two groups and he wishes 
the gap could t>e closed because the . 
Americans and foreign studenlS could . 
.. really leam a lOt from each other if . 
. they would inteYdC,t more. 
Me; Khal.id may have a Solution to .. 
.' this problem' beCause he said he 
hopes herdaugh~ will be proud of ", hoped. . ' . ..... .' . ' . 
bermother and her .. . . • Thea~n; ,there 'arb the s'wdcnlS .' , .. 
aCcOl!lpHshmcnts: . ., '" ... . who express. ~tr lifctilll¢ dcsireslobe , . 
:: Robin dem stratCS.ch(!r ze~{< fQl,',i, . ... a .pl)9tQ~plwi fp,i; 'Il · oew paper, t.>UL~ :ftt.l 
life, expresses her love for people, . nc,ve,r cOqlpl~ted an ~ignmenl without 
and her wiUingness ~ ass' t tbose five Or more phone caU reminding ' 
she can. Although she may find it them .;that the deadlinc, som~ti.roes, is •....• 
difficull to participale in the spring tomorrow i ,', . 
play or join all the c\uboll campus, ." . There have. some sludenJswho 
shc is not discouraged with her docsn'teveninccd a reminder.or . 
busy lifestyle. Shc has no do~bts . . motivation. O~cstuden ... Michelle. . 
· that lhe future will be :great. Austin, whom l thinkWaS;~ci~~bo\1i 
She hopes that students seeing her nam'ein the paper;-,decid'edJ',Q 
attending LaGuardia ~, .. . ' . ;" distribute. copies of The pridge;to, IhCfi i j 
. j'col1egeisa wonderfUle~perience' riders oLthe numbef:;1tiilin, ... IJx)pe sJ,W,) 
and it isnottQ.be .takcll ior ; . . , .. · didn'lcl)arge. She,nev,CT rc~~ ~. The 
granted:.;takeadvan~geof it.Jeam Bridge; :,.,. ;>' ' .,:'''i, ;:., ·.;i)ievl> 
. as much as youC1m.Look for ..: Many times, pub~ing The. n 
. ~ppOrtunities .• ;and;at the. same . .' .' . ~ridge 00 .~ <lec'ellt tiQ1~ in .UW,quat:ter, 
time, enjoy yourselt", ; and rwtlhe.last week. or Qay·of cl~s •.• 
. .... means .staying .on the computerlin.ti.L " . 
. ]PC from p4 midnight (seriously} 10 wmplete ~!,. 
deliver the layout wards toJhe" pri.n~r, .~ .. 
quarter, orir'aduateS qf r.aGuard~ :to which was opcned24 :1l~. thank 0Q91 
obtain suitable cinploymCllt that .... • .. My Adviser, Pe~ Rondmo~ was; the· ~ 
~i11benefit their individUalIlOO(Js. ." only one whQ had Jear0e4,to~<Xi!,l(e , the 
.. " , 
layout program .Ofl ,tlle ·cOolputer. J.Je . 
always COlTlplained that[c~,a.: 'i.' '( 
situation thns foreing bim .. to ,~ .late, ' 
but soone['orla~r 11.e.~ .thathe . , ·'. ··3··· 0·'''·· 
" , ',', . ,y' , ~, really doesn't rnina. .' ., .. \', .. " . 
~ best thing of being ,the ,ediwr ,, : 
was always bemg able tQknow ;~.' ' . <; 
By SubryanVirasarnj . learn about; the~le of this ~ge. :! 
The responsibility of bemg the It seems . asif:Ikoow ~The presideJltl9 ". 
editor~in.chief of The Bridge can ' ." lhe seeurity guards, on a,persoQaileve), 
proVidefor an e~tremely exciting as .' And, it alWa.ys seem thatmo~; pe9ple .. -;, 
well as. an educatiQllal experience •. ' . knows rnethan:lknQw,theln.Thi$, " 
but then again, there's the . -. always proved to be true by just . 
possibility for an immensely mind . . walking in ttJehallways,·and the,deans; 
boggling, frustrating and totally . lTIany professors, security guafds, and . 
insane one. . studentS who once were on our staff, 
In the the spring 1989 quarter I " called out my name orjust say hello, 
was elected the editor, and as it . The experience I've gained here has 
· tttrnOO out, there were many isSues laJided me a po$ition on a weekly 
which needed tight cOverage, ~ing newspaper called Carib News, which . 
an edi~r ofa ~tUdent newspaper for . serves the Caribbean Commun~tY ' 
the flfsttime when IU cnt leaders . throughout U!litedStatesatJd North 
seiz.ed the abuildiI)g created some .. 
· anxiety, m tJy because it was the 
first timcthnlanyihing SO 
SEE30p7 





It's The Law: 
If you were born on or after January 1, 1957, 
'state low requires that you submit evidence that 
you have either hod shots to immunize you 
against measles, mumps and rubella or have 
hod the disease-or you won't be able to register 
in the fall. 
You need two shots for measles and one shot 
for mumps and rubella. You get them from your 
doctor or a clinic. Or you call (212) 349-2664. 
Then just bring your records to either the 
Registrar or Admissions Office. 
You'll be protected-ond you'll get a "They 
Got Me" button. 
